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Make a Joyful Noise
Unto the Lord!

Such was the pleasant mandate for the enthusiastic partici
pants of this year’s 1CS family conference in Gull Lake,
Alberta. Dr. Emily Brink, music editor for the Christian
Reformed Church, opened our ears to the Scriptures which
declare, “God will sing!” With God as our “supreme
noisemaker,” we happily have little choice but to rise to the

(invitation

to praise Him. Brink showed how music and liturgy
together can form “a beautiful arrangement” when we
worship God. She gave guidelines by which to evaluate our
worship, stressing that although “how” we worship may
vary, the “what” of the planned liturgical structure must
remain.
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The role of children in the worship service was given
some prominence, both in a workshop on the topic, led by
Joanne Koopmans and Jane Hoogendam, and in the Sunday
vesper service, in which children participated with colourful
drawings, offerings of fruit and wild flowers, Bible readings
and prayer, and songs, actions and interpretive movement.

Other workshops explored the role ofmusic in our lives in
non-ecclesiastical settings. Joachim Segger, in explaining
how one listens to music, pointed out various levels of
listening, the elements of music, and various musical forms
throughout the centuries. Lambert Zuidervaart analyzed the
music of singer/songwriter Bruce Cockburn, leading the
participants in a survey of several of his albums and tracing
his journey towards becoming a responsible participant in the
world’s suffering and redemption.

Other highlights included wiener roasts, a potluck supper,
volleyball, jogging, singing and making music, laughing and
praising and marvelling at all the talent, an impromptu
haircut outdoors, and the children, who were just being
themselves. We left, convinced that making a joyful noise
suits us.

Praise Him with a mighty voice!

The 12th Annual Bulkley Valley Family Conference, held
on the weekend of August 3-6, also featured Emily Brink as
keynote speaker. But it very nearly came to an abrupt end as,
quite literally, “the house was brought down” on Sunday
evening.

The conference was held at a new location near Telkwa.
A farmer’s field with a commanding view of a nearby lake,
hills and mountains had been transformed by able workers
into a very nice conference site, complete with convenience
“biffies,” temporary electricity and the traditional “tent,” a
large parachute whose gently billowing folds provide a
unique experience for those seated beneath it.

The conference got off to a good start, with sunny skies
greeting the conferees who came from as far away as Prince
George to the east and Prince Rupert to the west. By Sunday
evening, however, the skies had changed to an ominous
black, and Brink’s lecture was punctuated by flashes of
lightning and rolling thunder. Midway through the lecture a
gust of wind suddenly ripped out a tent support, sending the
parachute skyward. We were able to hold the tent down, but
the onslaught ofwind and heavy rain effectively put an end to
the lecture. The conference concluded on Monday in the
Smithers Christian School gymnasium, as Brink combined
her second and third lectures into one.

Each summer the ICS sponsors four family conferences
across Canada. Head office organizes the Ontario confer
ence, ICS Western Representative Nick Loenen works with
a committee toput together the Southern B. C. program, and
members and supportersjoin forces to organize gatherings
in B. C. ‘s Bulkley Valley and in Central Alberta. These
conferences are annual highpoints bothforlCSstaffandfor
the hundreds ofpeople who attend. The following reports
willgive you a bit ofan idea ofwhat was said and done. Bu%
ofcourse there’s nothing like being there. So next year, see
you there.! (Ifit’s toofar to go to one ofthe established ones,
how about starting a new tradition in your area?)

Joanne Koopmans leads Alberta conferees in song.

Make a Joyful Noise



InThis Issue...
One of the problems with publishing a bi-monthly newsletter
is that the seasons tend to get packaged in unlikely ways. By
the time you take up this issue ofPerspective, your thoughts
about the outdoors may tend to focus on improving home
insulation and taking out the snow boots. Is now the right
time to be taking your thoughts back to the summer?

We think so. And we hope you’ll agree with us when
you’ve read the family conference reports in this issue. It’s
not that we want you to be reminded only of sunnier skies and
warmer temperatures; we also want you to know of the
wonderful learning experiences which occur annually under
the auspices of ICS family conferences. (Note well: You
don’t have to bring along a family in order to attend one of
these conferences!)

Shades ofearly autumn are also interspersed in this issue.
The bustle and noise of September have already subsided to
the quieter tune of simple hard work — but the excitement in
discovering God’s world through Christian perspectives
continues.

Speaking of hard work, you’ll be introduced to Senior
Member Hendrik Hart in this issue. Hard work describes not
only the layperson’ s efforts to absorb Henk’ s thinking, but
also the effort that goes into Henk’ s thought in the first place.
And speaking of excitement, we hope this brief glimpse of
one of the senior members ofICS will help you to understand
just why we continue to be gripped by the call to honour God
in higher education.

Here’s to a good read, as you follow (in a leisurely
fashion, I hope) the days in the lives of persons at 229
College Street

AVG

Correction:
We regret that the text ofDick Pierik’s speech to the Annual
Membership meeting which was printing in the last issue of
Perspective was mixed up in the layout of that issue. We
reprint herewith the complete text, this time the way it should
be.

The organizers were very
busy for some time repairing the
damage, also to the conference
schedule, but the fellowship
was great Come to think of it,
as we heard the mighty voice of
thunder, and saw and felt the
strong winds, should not our
praise and worship also con
stitute our best effort?

%4\ Dr. Emily Brink

Christian Imagination at Cultus Lake

This year the Southern B.C. Family Conference returned to
the panoramic mountain setting of Columbia Bible Camp
high above Cultus Lake after an absence often years. Under
the direction of main speaker Loren Wilkinson, associate
professor of interdisciplinary studies and philosophy at
Regent College, 325 enthusiastic registrants explored many
facets of creativity and imagination through discussions,
workshops, film, worship and spirited singing.

The traditional sand-sculpture contest was replaced by a
junk-sculpture contest, with first prize going to a group of
teenagers for an entry depicting the horror of nuclear war.
Some moss and a few trinkets pasted on a rock produced the
granite features of the famed barber from Victoria’s Empress
Hotel, Syrt Wolters. An excellent children’s program directed
by Cathy Schilperoort and Karen Polman met the expecta
tions of children and parents alike.

Bob DeMoor led the worship service, showing us God’s
greatness and His work of renewal, and urging us to taste the
joy of a Christian walk. Workshops focussed on creativity in
the use of leisure time, family celebrations, and worship.
Beautiful hiking, strenuous canoeing, refreshing swimming,,.
and heated volleyball, encouraged by excellent weather,
added much enjoyment

The many persons who lent their time and energy to
organize this event deserve the appreciation of all. These

,
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conferences help us to be equipped for Christian discipleship,
and empower us for Godly living, so that our ordinary, every
day life may sparkle because of the Gospel’s redeeming,
renewing power.

Joy in Living

The flagship Ontario Family Conference has always relied
on volunteers to help make it run smoothly, but this year the
presence of such volunteers extended to the planning and
organizing committee as well, as Aukje Masselink and Nick
Terpstra joined ICS staffers Bob VanderVennen and Aileen
Van Ginkel in preparing for the 1984 conference. Thanks to
their careful and thorough preparations, the largest-ever ICS
summer conference came off without a hitch.

The theme “Joy in Living” was presented by Gordon
Spykman, professor of religion and theology at Calvin
College, in a keynote address entitled, “Joy is (often) a well-
disguised blessing,” This was the prism through which the
theme was refracted into a rainbow of workshops dealing
with joy in drama, worship, employment, family, marriage,
friendship and retirement The Sunday worship services
were joyful gatherings of praise and worship. The morning
service included two lovely anthems sung by the conference
choir, an inspiring sermon by Kenneth Baker of Hamilton,(Nand the celebration of the Lord’s Supper. The vesper service
centered around a presentation of “The Greatest Song” in
oratorio form, introduced by senior member Calvin Seerveld,
and concluded with liturgical dance. On Monday afternoon

Spykman focussed the various refracted rays back into one
beam of light with his closing address, “Do we dare to be
joyful?” and sent the conferees on their way to be beacons of
joy in the world.

The element of joy pervaded the other activities as well.
Saturday evening featured a variety program which included
some superb displays of dramatic and musical talent, and
was followed by exuberant folk dancing. A whole program of
non-competitive games and sports had been organized by
Herb Goodhoofd, and was highlighted by the now-traditional
volleyball tournament. The children’s program, always diffi
cult to organize and sustain for so large a group over a three-
day period, was praised by many parents and not a few
children, with the story-telling by Johanna Peetoom and Bert
Polman a great success. And spicing up all these activities
was the singing which came to a climax in the Sunday
evening songfest

The evaluations we received have been overwhelmingly
positive, and provided lots of advice both for topics for next
year and for specific improvements which could be made.
We are grateful for this kind of feedback, for it helps us in our
planning, which must begin again very soon.

The 1984 conferences are over, but the joy lingers on.
Across the country, people have refreshed themselves,
gained new insights, been inspired with new ideas, and are
now busy putting their Christian imagination to work, and
thinking of new and joyful ways to praise God in worship and
in everyday life. May the seeds sown this summer lead to a
harvest that is pleasing and acceptable to God and upbuilding
to His Church.

The conference reports on which this article is based were
written by Margaret Swytink(Alberta), Hank Hoornenborg
(Bulkley Valley), Nick Loenen (Southern B.C.) and Kathy
Vanderkloet (Ontario).

“What is needed on every campus is the deliberate formation
of cadres of able minds, primarily on the professorial level,
ready to accept the challenge of the surrounding and now
seemingly dominant paganism. When I come into contact
with a competent biologist or historian or economist who is at
the same time and without compartmentalization an unapolo
getic Christian, I thank God.”

— Elton Trueblood, While ItIs Day, pp. 96 - 97 (1974)

Spykman challenged Ontario conferees to write a new verse
to the song “God gives his people strength.”

I

Sale tables with books and third-world crafts werepopular
with conferees.

L
Communion was celebrated during the morning worship
service.
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Bootcamp 1984
by Kathy Vanderkloet
Bootcamp. The word conjures up images of military life. One’s
introduction to the army, where one is compelled through eveiy
imaginable rigour, designed to separate the strong from the
weak. Those lured by the advertising jingles (“There’s no life
like itt” in Canada and “Come and see the world. Join the
navy!” in the U. S.) probably think they’ve really been had while
they go through bootcamp.

So what place does “bootcamp” have at a Christian
graduate school? Oddly enough, that name is rather appropriate
for the intensive first two weeks of study which all first-year
junior members undergo. The pace is hectic, with six hours of
classes every day for two weeks, lots of reading assignments for
evenings, and an exam-essay due on the last day. It’s a test of
stamina and endurance for both the students and the teacher.

And “seeing the world” in a sense describes what is done in
those two weeks. The course is intended to make the students
aware of the nature of a woridview (or “view of the world”) and
the role it plays in their lives, to acquaint them with the basic
contours of a biblical woridview and of the dominant secular
woridview of our culture, and to get them to think about the
implications that a biblical worldview can have for Christian
cultural renewal. It is actually the first part of the philosophical
foundations course, which gives first-year students a close look
at the Christian philosophical framework developed by
Herman Dooyeweerd.

For the past five years Al Wolters has taught philosophical
foundations, but with his departure this past July, it was decided
to split the course into twop, with President Bernard Zyistra
teaching the main part of the course. ICS alumni Brian Walsh
and Richard Middleton were then asked to team-teach the
“bootcamp” introductory part with its concentration on world-
view.

Their qualifications for this were outstanding. Both have
studied at ICS for several years, and are thoroughly familiar
with the style and content of ICS teaching. Both have a great
deal of experience in teaching university students about world-
views, having taught for several years in ICS’ campus outreach
program. They have co-authored a book on worldview, entitled

The Transforming Vision: Shaping a Christian Woridview

(being published this fall by InterVarsity Press). They work

very well together, as is evident from the fact that they have
written this book together. Brian is currently working on his
Ph.D. in the philosophy of religion at McGill University in
Montreal, where he has also taught accredited undergraduate
courses on “Christianity in a Declining Culture” and “Reli
gion and Science.” Richard is entering Syracuse University
this fall to work on a Ph.D. which will focus on biblical
worldview. He has recently completed his M.A. in philosophy
at the University of Guelph.

Their aim in bootcamp was to raise all sorts of questions
concerning woridview and its cultural implications in the
minds of their students. “We didn’t try to teach them every
thing about worldview, but wanted to make them think and
start asking their own questions.” They followed the outline
and contents of their book in doing this. “Basically,” said
Brian, “we taught our undergraduate worldview course, but
compacted it into two weeks.” They rounded this out with
presentations by representatives of various Christian organi
zations (such as the Christian Labour Association ofCanada,
Citizens for Public Justice and the Curriculum Development
Centre) to demonstrate ways in which a biblical worldview
can lead to Christian cultural activity.

The material is brand new for some ofthe incomingjunior
members, while others may already be familiar with some or
even all of it, depending on their background. Nevertheless, it
is a valuable introduction to their studies at ICS.

Kathy Vanderkloet is administrative assistant at ICS.

ICS Opening
October 1984

C

Although “bootcamp” didn’t wait for the official start of the
new ICS year, the doors were formally opened to the
academic year 1984-85 on September 17. An informal

program of song and prayer marked this invocation of the
Lord’s blessings on the ongoing work at the Institute.

Senior Member Paul Marshall presented a meditation on
I Corinthians 7:17 - 24, in which he emphasized the
exhortation that pertains to every Christian: to remain stead
fast in the calling to be a follower of Christ that comes to
every believer. That is the “state” (see verse 20) in which we
must remain, said Marshall, not the occupation we were in
when we first became Christians.

Two degrees were formally granted during the opening
ceremonies. Although Steve Bouma-Prediger and Pearl

Luymes were unable to attend, Senior Members James
Olthuis and Bernard Zylstra made fine presentations of their
diplomas in their absence. Steve received the Master of
Philosophical Foundations degree and Pearl the Certificate
of Christian Studies.

The informal tone of the evening carried on into the time’

for fellowship over coffee, as students, staff and friends of
ICS looked forward to another year of service to God
through Christ-centred education.

Brian Walsh (1) and Richard Middleton team-taught bootcamp.
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Junior Members 1984 - 85
In the next couple of issues we will again be interviewing our
new junior members so that you can get an idea of who our
students are, where they come from and why they’re here.

But now, an overview of out total student body for 1984-
85. As you can see from the following list, there is a total of
37 students at ICS this year. Twelve of these are new
students, and twenty-five are returning students. Most of the
returning students are in the master’s program, while most of
the new students are in “special studies.” This means that
they are taking courses in their areas of interest but are not
trying to fulfil the requirements for either the M. PhiL degree
or the ICS Certificate diploma. However, if after having been
at ICS for one year they decide they would like to work for a
degree, the courses they take as a “special student” may be
used as credits for that degree.

New Students Home Area

Corps, Peter England Philosophy
EauPariir—--Po1ttic*Thory
Fuki, Kanji Japan Philo. Theology v

Gimpel, James USA Political Theory
Goheen, Michael Ontario Systematic Theology
Hildebrand, Glenda Ontario Philo. Theology v

Lips, Joanne Ontario Biblical Foundations
Pascuzzi, David USA Philo. Theology V

PoTaaGtis— ----- —BCP6lltia1ThëorS’
Rice, Bob USA Theology
Rice, Mary USA Theology
Vandergang, Agnes Ontario Philo. Theology V

(
Returning Students

)Ph.D.

Philo. Theogloy
Political Theory
Philo. Theology
Aesthetics
History
Systematic Theology
Phio. Theology
Systematic Philosophy
Philo. Theology
Philo. Theology
Phio. Theology
Phio. Theology

Dutch theologians visit ICS
On Monday, September 24, senior members from the Institute
gathered with some professors from Redeemer College and
several ministers from the Toronto area to listen to and interact
with two visiting Dutch theologians. Dr. J. T. Bakker,
professor of systematic theology, and Dr. K. A. Schippers,
professor of practical theology, both from the Kampen Theo
logical School of the Gereformeerde Kerken in the Netherlands,
are on a continent-wide tour to inform particularly the
Christian Reformed Churches of the developments in the
Reformed Churches in the Netherlands. They are here as
guests of the Inter-Church Committee of the Christian
Reformed Church.

In view of their mission, they were invited to ICS to
engage in dialogue about the shifts in Dutch Reformed
theology in the 1970s and 1980s, particularly with reference
to the Scriptures, ethical issues such as homosexuality, and
ecumenical links among Reformed churches internationally.
A lively exchange took place which in part revealed the
divergencies in the development of Reformed theology in the
Netherlands and Reformed theology in Canada.

Study Notes
On June 25, Bob Rogers be
came the second ICS student to
take and pass the set of compre
hensive examinations which is
the final step before writing his
dissertation for the Ph.D. degree.
Earlier he had been examined
in his minor field of epistem
ology; this round he sustained a
lengthy and thorough examina
tion in his major field of the
history of philosophy and in his
other minor field of the philoso
phy of history. Bob’s mentor is
former ICS Senior Member Al Wolters; his outside examiner
was Dr. Theodore Plantinga, professor of philosophy at
Redeemer College. Also present for the exam were C.T.
Mclntire, who guided Bob through his philosophy of history
minor, and Calvin Seerveld, who chaired the examination
session.

The joint Ph.D. arrangement which ICS has with the
Free University in Amsterdam is currently under review with
a view to strengthening and refining it. Bob has applied to the
Free University under this arrangement, and hopes to write
his dissertation under Free University professor Jacob
Klapwijk. He will be examining aspects in the thought of
nineteenth-century German philosopherJ. G. Herder, trying
to show that the foundation of Herder’s historicism was his
formulation of the relation of the finite and the infinite.

House, Vaden
Rogers, Bob

Nild. Philo. Theology
USA History of Philosophy

M. Phil. F. Thesis writing

Chapko, John USA
Duim, Gary USA
Kaloterakis, Phaedon Greece
Knudsen, Don USA
Knudsen-Zwail Jeanette USA

— I

USA
USA
USA
USA
England
Ontario
Ontario

USA
Alberta
Ontario
New Zid.
Alberta
USA
England
Ontario
England

Pavlischek, Keith
Pearcey, Rick
Prall, Jim
Shahinian, Gary
Shaw, Steve
Venema, Henry
Wilson, Gord

M.PhII.F.

Davies, Lloyd
de Groot, Cliff
Dudiak, Jeff
Gousmett, Chris
Kits, Harry
Pavlischek, Vera Lynne
Roques, Mark
Wells, Jeff

(x
Woods, David

) Part-time

Pearcey, Nancy
Wallace, Maj Len

Aesthetics
Political Theory
Phio. Theology
Philo. Theology
Political Theory
Political Theory
Systematic Philosophy
Philo. Theology
Pol. Theory/Economics

USA Philosophy
Ontario Biblical Foundations
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Seerveld Co-Edits
Aesthetics Book
A book of essays co-edited by Calvin Seerveld has been
published this summer by Academic Printing and Publishing
in Edmonton. The essays, some in English and some in
French, reflect the state of aesthetics and theories of art in
Canada.

The book was prepared for the 10th International Con
gress on Aesthetics held in Montreal in August, for which
Seerveld served on the organizing committee. The book
contains twelve essays in French and eight in English,
including a reprint of Seerveld’s article “Toward a Carto
graphic Methodology for Art Historiography.” It also contains
an essay” ‘Aesthetic Ideas’ and the Role of Art in Kant’s
Hermenuetics” by Dr. Lambert Zuidervaart, a graduate of
the Institute whose master’s and doctor’s research were
supervised by Dr. Seerveld. Zuidervaart now teaches at The
King’s College, Edmonton.

Seerveld wrote the Preface to the book and an Appendix
on the status of aesthetic theory in English-speaking Canada.
The book also contains a list of Canadian university courses
in aesthetics and related subjects, and a list of selected
articles and books by aestheticians teaching in English
Canada.

The book has the awesome title Opuscula Aesthetica
Nostra, a Latin title which avoids the dilemma of an English
or French title for a cooperative English-French work. It can
be purchased from the Institute.

Seerveld is now helping to organize an Aesthetics Society
of Canada and get it certified as one of the “Learned
Societies.” Clearly the ICS and our Senior Member in
Aesthetics are taking a formative place in the advancement of
aesthetics in Canada

Moorings
“My God is Yahweh”

by Paul Marshall

The well-known tale of Elijah and the prophets of Baal (I
Kings 18:16 - 39) has always been one of my favourite
stories from the Bible. But it is one that has always caused me
and, I suspect, other people some problems.

We have been told, rightly so I think, that we should not
tempt God. Yahweh is not at our beck and call to give demon
strations of power to back us up in our arguments. Yet Elijah
seems to be doing something very like this.

King Ahab has been scouring the country and neigh
bouring countries for many years, looking for Elijah. After
accidentally meeting Elijah, Obadiah is afraid to even go and
tell Ahab for fear that he (Obadiah) will be killed for bringing
the bad news that Elijah is in the neighbourhood (vv. 7 - 15).
Yet Elijah makes his way to Ahab; he almost appears to
saunter up to the king, and openly calls him the chief trouble
maker in Israel. He tells Ahab what to do, and issues a
challenge to see who is God. He mocks the Baalites with
heavy sarcasm— where is Baal? asleep? on ajourney? Wake
him up! He rubs it in by drenching his own sacrifice with
water three times — and still it will light God has no problem
with soggy matches.

And Elijah is no paragon of virtue in all this. He self-
righteously cries out, “I alone am left as a prophet of
Yahweh!” (v. 22) — something for which God corrects him
when he tries it again later on (chp. 19:10, 14, 18). He asks

This is what the story shows, and this is what Elijah
wanted to show. This is what the people see: “The Lord, he is
God, the Lord, he is God” (vs. 39). But not only do the
people see who is the Lord, they see who the Lord is. For,
hidden amongst the fire and splendour, Elijah has prayed,
“so that this people may know that you, Yahweh, are God
and are winning back their hearts” (vs. 37, emphasis
added). The LORD, the creator of the heavens and the earth,
the one who answers by fire, calls to the hearts of the people.

The LORD is not going in for fireworks displays; he is
drawing the hearts of errant children.

Paul Marshall is senior member in political theory atICS.

the Lord to show the people of Israel that he is indeed God’s
servant— as if Israel wouldn’t realize that anyway when they
realized that the LORD is God.

But, despite these seeming incongruities, God, who
seems to have put Elijah up to it (v. 36), responds to him,
answers by fire and consumes the sacrifice.

What are we to make of all this?

What is happening here is not a test of strength. It is not
the big fight— “Elijah vs. Prophets of Baal,” or”Yahweh vs.
Baal.” It is not a magic show. It is not a contest to see who is
the greater. It is, rather, to see and show who is God and who
God is. Yahweh is not “greater than Baal”; Yahweh is God,
the LORD, and Baal is nothing, Yahweh is alive, moving,
acting. Baal is dead. Yahweh is not an idol, a totem, a
doctrine, a belief, an “object of faith.” Yahweh is God.
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Teacher, Beware!

by Dick Pierik

Dick Pierilç trustee for Region 7, is campus
chaplain at the University ofToronto. This article
is the text ofthe speech he delivered at theA nnual
Membersh,o Meeting ofthe Institutefor Christian
Studies on June 2, 1984.

consider it a privilege to be invited to speak here
today. That sense of privilege stems from my own
deep conviction about the importance of the work of
the ICS. My own journey with the ICS began some
twenty-five years back, first as a member of the
Groen Van Prinsterer Club, and then through
AACS conferences where with great consistency I
head about the radical implications of the gospel of
Jesus Christ crucified.

Ever since then I have understood the ICS
community to be solidly committed to the develop
ment of a truly Christian mind that in turn will foster
a truly Christian way of life. To this day I see that as
the task of the ICS, and I am as enthusiastic about it
now as I was then.

James on Teaching
I have chosen to let the words of James 3 set the tone
of my speech. James sounds a deeply serious
warning to all would-be teachers regarding the grave
risks attached to wanting to be a mouthpiece of God,
be it in the role of preacher, teacher, or any
reasonable facsimile of those professions.

I will begin by reflecting on those words of
James, then spend some time asking what we mean
by wanting to be both biblical and reformed, and
finally draw some practical conclusions about how
we as academic community may best work at unity
within diversity. So as not to mislead you from the
beginning, let me say that I mean to apply the words
of James and everything I say not only to the
teaching stuff of the ICS but to all of us as we come
together in our common commitment to the enor
mous challenge of being obedient to the L,ord Jesus
Christ in the area of educated thinking.

First, then, let’s look more closely at what James
tells us about the office ofteacher. One commentary
I consulted suggests that the teachers James had in
mind functioned more or less as the “wise men” of
the early church. They seem to have had the task of
translating the teachings of the apostles and the
prophets into ordinary living of God’s ordinary
people. To this day that’s a good way to look upon
the role of the Christian teachen teaching to help
people with living.

Should someone object that James must have
been thinking about a more narrowly defined
“ecclesiastical office” attached to the “institutional
church,” I would point out first that it is highly
unlikely that James thought in terms of such nice
Kuyperian distinctions. But secondly, I would ask
you to wonder with me whether James’ teacher was
not a kind of undifferentiated Christian-teacher
prototype whose teaching covered all aspects of
Christian living. If my hunch is right, then James’

words of warning hold a serious message for anyone
who opens his or her mouth to teach anything in a
Christian context,

I would paraphrase James’ words like this:
“Don’t anyone of you lightly aspire to be a teacher
of God’s people. The teaching profession is hazard
ous. Come judgment day teachers will find them
selves in a higher judgment bracket. Since no
teacher is perfect, and since every teacher will make
many mistakes, the teaching profession more than
any other can get you into deep trouble with the
Lord,”

For the sake of brevity let me just mention some
of the salient points James seems to imply:

1, The decision to teach is a matter ofhuman choice
as much as of divine calling. We decide to teach, and
n’hat, not God; and that places the responsibility for
our teaching squarely on our shoulders.

2. To aspire to the office of teacher in the Christian
community is to presume that you know something
about the will of God with respect to the subject you
wish to teach,

3. Teaching within the context of the Christian
community always has a “thus says the Lord” air
about it, even if the teacher does not claim to be
infallible. In an important sense the Christian
teacher always presumes to speak “in the name of
the Lord,” even when he or she proclaims falsehood

4. Teaching within the Christian community un
avoidably exposes one to the grave risk of leading
astray even just one of God’s “little” people. Jesus
says that it is better to have a manhole cover tied
round your neck and to be thrown into Lake
Ontario than to do that. (I might add, for the sake of
balance, that keeping silent when we should speak
is considered as serious an offence, according to
Scripture,)

5. If my hunch about the broad job description for
James’ teacher is right, then his serious warning
applies to all Christian teaching, whether it holds
forth on the doctrine of the trinity, on highway
safety, acid rain, the nature of marriage, inter
national economic tariffs, the risks of nuclear
winter, or what have you.

To drive home the seriousness of his warning
James uses several vivid illustrations, his way of
saying that the tongue, like the pen, is mightier than
the sword, and sometimes more devastating. The
bridle that controls the mighty warhorse, the small
rudder that guides the big ship to safety or peril,
and the carelessly discarded match that destroys a
huge forest are all illustrative, says James, of the

tongue’s improportionate power to sow good or
evil. The tongue lends itself as readily for cursing
as for blessing. So, James tells us, for the love of
God and for the love of neighbour, guard your
tongue, teacher.

You can see what that has to do with the ICS.
The ICS community has pledged to do scholarship
in humble submission to Jesus Christ whom it
acknowledges as the foundation of truth, the same
Jesus to whom teacher James bent the knee. Can
there be any doubt that we should bring the same
seriousness to our teaching office as James brought
to his?

On Being Reformed
Now I will leave James aside for a while in order to
reflect on two words we have used to characterize
the nature of Christian academics at the ICS, the
words reformed and biblical, in that order. Because
the meaning of these words is somewhat in dispute
among us we need to pay them some attention.

The word reformed obviously links us with the
sixteenth-century event of the Reformation, when
against the presumed authority of the pope, the
church and human tradition, and against the declared
supremacy of human Reason, the reformers un
flinchingly asserted the authority of the word of
God alone. So/a Scriptura was the heart of the

reformed confession. You could call the Reforma
tion a kind of back-to-the-Bible movement.

To reform is to reshape, to reorder. The
reformers resolved to reshape the theology, life,
and structures of the church to conform to Scripture.
But the very nature of Reformation faith made it
impossible to contain the Reformation within the
walls of the church. The Reformation brought a
fresh awareness that all of life is under the sway of
God’s sovereign authority. The Christian is not
redeemed out of this world; rather, world and all is
redeemed ‘Life is religion” These two emphases,
the back-to-the-Bible idea and the life-is-religion
emphasis, two sides of the same coin really, are
what being reformed means to us.

The specific task of the ICS applies that two-
track confession of the Reformation to all theoretical
thinking. The founders of the ARSS were so bold as
to declare that with respect to the area of Christian
theorizing at least, the Reformation did not get much
beyond a promise. Reformed thinkers since the
Reformation have amply demonstrated that the
malaise of the pre-Reformation church and its
surrounding culture was due, to a great extent, to an

“To this day that’s a good way to look upon the role of the
Christian teacher teaching to help people with living.”



unholy marriage between Christian and pagan
thought. Addressing that situation as it continues
today is the task of the ICS.

At the ICS we have set ourselves to the task of
“leading every thought captive to Christ,” to quote
the apostle Paul. For us being reformed means that
it is our serious intention to place all our thinking,
and that ofothers, both ancient and contemporary,
under the scrutiny of Scripture, with the under
standing that the Bible is our fundamental source of
tiuth. In the light of Scripture and under the
guidance of the Holy Spirit, we have pledged
ourselves to the task of laying bare the false roots
of secular thinking, of exposing the intrusion of
paganism into Christian thought, and of forging a

truly Christian mind. All this we do with the
humble awareness that we are not the only ones
seeking to do so and that we inevitably bring to our
task the same imperfections as others.

Continuing Reformation

Unfortunately the word reformed fails to convey
that reformed thinking is of necessity a continuing
process rather than a finished product. The word
reformed suggests that the task of reforming our
lives in church and culture, begun in the sixteenth
century. was once for all accomplished when the
dust of the Reformation settled, and that all we
need do now is preserve our “reformed heritage.”
But at best that can be only partially true. If
reformation is an ongoing process that seeks to
bring our thoughts and actions into harmony with
Scripture, then in this life that task is never done.
Being truly reformed is to acknowledge that our
entire lives, convictions, worldviews, teachings,
behaviour, creeds, allegiances, everything about
us, are always at best one step on the way to what
God wants them to be, and are therefore in need of
ongoing change.

I do not mean to suggest that nothing in our
lives is certain or abiding, as though what is white
today is likely to become black tomorrow, or vice
versa. But I do mean that our white of today may
prove grey tomorrow, or our grey black. All of us

can think of significant changes in lifestyle between

the lives of our parents and ours, things our parents

felt prohibited from doing by the Lord which we now

do with clear conscience, or things they did without

hesitation which we consider wrong in the sight of

God. Yet both our parents and we draw our

conclusions Bible in hand. Admittedly some

changes we adopt may simply indicate that we
have set aside what the Bible clearly teaches, and
that’s wrong. On the other hand, truly reforma
tional living is open to the possibility of dis
covering the previously misunderstood emphases
of Scripture, or rediscovering neglected or new
ones.

Things are even more complicated than that.
Our way of seeing life is simply not the same as it
was in biblical times, and we make changes
accordingly. Slavery is most often mentioned in
this connection. The people of biblical times
accepted slavery as normal; we consider it wrong.
The people of biblical times looked upon the place
of women in society in ways that none of us would

tolerate today, no matter how we vote on the

women-in-office question. A close look at the

kinds of punishments the Bible prescribed for

people who transgressed the law quickly reveals

that we have long abandoned many biblically

sanctioned forms of punishment— including capital

punishment for an amazing number ofoffences— as

no longer acceptable in our era.

It would be interesting to dwell on the question

of what criteria the Christian community uses to

move from position A to position B, but that is not

the topic of my speech today. Suffice it to say that

in our continuing search to be obedient to the mind

of Christ we are constantly faced with the need to

make different choices than bruthers and sisters

who have gone before us, if only for the simple

reason that we live in different times.

Signs of the Times

It is a normal human need to want certainty,

stability and changelessness, especially in our
rapidly changing world. But not even the Bible
promises us such restfulness. While it emphasizes

page after page the comforting knowledge of a
changeless God who is the same yesterday, today,

and tomorrow, it never allows us to assume that

our” status quo” is automatically acceptable to the
Lord. Quite the contrary: the Bible reminds us with

shocking regularity that God’s own people lived
out of communion with the LonJ most of the time,
no matter how convinced they were of the rightness

of their way of life. The call to “turn around,” to
repent, is heard on almost every page of Scripture.

What should concern us about twentieth-
century Christianity, particularly about the North
American brand, is its unshakable optimism about

itself, its tacit assumption that God must be
unreservedly on its side, its tendency to think that

the Lord’s enemies always belong to another

religion, another culture, or another country, and

its slowness to put its hand in its own bosom with
respect to the screaming injustices ofour world. To
be sure there are in North America many Christians

who resist the evils of our culture, and there are
numerous signs of the Spirit’s renewing work in
church and society. But as a culture we show all the
signs of decadence and spiritual adultery for which

God repeatedly rebuked his own people in the Old

Testament and for which he sent his ten tribes into

no-return exile. Our secularism, our immorality, our

materialism, our blatant self-seeking in the global

marketplace, our callous disregard for the world’s
poor. and our connivance with their oppressors, cry

out for divine judgment

The Bible never allows us to take our own right
eousness for granted. It consistently calls us from
where we are to where often we do not want to go.
Both the Bible and the Holy Spirit require of us a
continuous self-examination and reshaping of our

lives. That is what being reformed means. One New
Testament word we translate with repent literally

means “change your mind.” Being reformed is being
committed to a continuous changing of our minds, if

you will, to a continuous repentance.

Transformation of Culture

There’s one more use of the word reformed I wish to

briefly touch on, and that is the thought that being
reformed commits us to work for the transformation
of culture. I agree with the basic thrust of that idea,

but feel a few cautions are in order. That we

are called to work for the transformation of culture
follows naturally from the meaning of our redemp
tion in Jesus Christ. And it makes good sense as well
that it is at least partially through our redemption
that Jesus Christ redeems the world, we are the salt
of the earth and we are the light of the world.

But let’s very often remind ourselves that the
Bible places primary emphasis on the need for trans
formation in our own lives, and that the very
possibility of our transforming culture depends
directly on the renewing presence of Christ in us.
Separate those two and you have dangling activism,
not reformation. Christ is the Redeemer of the
world, we are not. We must learn from the negative
examples of too many well-intentioned Christians
and Christian institutions who run to and fro trans
forming culture, apparently forgetting that branches
cut off from the vine cannot possibly bear good fruit,
no matter what impressive evidence may be pointed
to to convince us of the contrary. Redemption of the
world happens only there where Christ is the
Redeemer.

The success or failure of the transforming work

of the ICS likewise depends on how firmly we

branches are connected to the vine, Jesus Christ.
We are an active community, but are we a Spirit-
filled, a Christ-filled community? We have rightly

“Reformed thinkers since the Reformation have amply

demonstrated that the malaise of the pre-Reformation church

and its surrounding culture was due, to a great extent, to an

unholy marriage between Christian and pagan thought. Address

ing that situation as it continues today is the task of the ICS.”



disagreed with those who make personal and
communal spirituality an end in itself. Our own
tradition, however, is in constantdangerof activism
without personal and communal “spirituality.” as
unlikely to transform the world as the former.

On Being Biblical

If being reformed means that we shall constantly
stnve to place ourselves under the authority of
Scripture, we must also address the question of what
it means to be biblical. This is really a much more
sensitive issue because it concerns ultimate author
ity. It is also a fiercely divisive issue. Who of us has
not agonized over the obvious fact that serious
Christians of the most diverse theological stripe and
contradictory lifestyles invariably claim the Bible as
their source of authority? If there is one Spirit of
God who enlightens all God’s people, how is it that
within the body of Christ we can come to such
radically different conclusions about what is biblical
and what is not?

I see four main reasons for our painful divided-( ness. The first one has nothing to do with the Bible,
but everything to do with us, with our sinfulness. We
should all be slow to flatter ourselves with the
thought that our own contribution to the dividedness
over what is biblical stems from the most lofty, pure
and respectable desire to defend God’s truth from
falsification by others. Not only as a matter of
honesty, but also as an indispensable condition for
overcoming division, we need to come face to face
with the stark reality that our troublesome differ
ences are always first of all a result of our sinfulness
as it comes to expression in clashes of persons, of
personalities, emotions, personal histories and
personal agendas.

Listen to how James continues his admonition

to teachers: ‘Who is wise and understanding among
you? Let him show by his good life, by deeds done in
the humility that comes from wisdom. But if you
harbour bitter envy and selfish ambition in your
hearts, do not boast about it or deny the truth. Such
‘wisdom’ does not come down from heaven, but is
earthly, unspiritual, of the devil. For where you have
envy and selfish ambition, there you find disorder
and every evil practice. But the wisdom that comes
from heaven is first of all pure; then peace loving,
considerate, submissive, full of mercy and good
fruit, impartial and sincere. Peacemakers who sow
in peace raise a harvest of righteousness.”

(James 3:13 - 18)

The following chapter of James starts with
these words: “What causes fights and quarrels
among you? Don’t they come from your desires
that battle within you?” (4:1) I see no reason to

doubt that James here sums up the heart of his
pastoral admonitions to teachers. If our sinfulness
is indeed one main reason for our dividedness over
the question of what is biblical, then the old-
fashioned remedies of repentance, forgiveness,
reconciliation, and tolerance are step number one
on the road to a more unified understanding of the
Bible.

That leads me to a second reason for divided-
ness: the Bible itselfor, if you will, the God behind
the Bible. Surely the Lord could have given us a
Bible with all the answers, or at least a Bible with a
lot more answers than we now have. Imagine how
helpful it would have been if the Lord had given us
jut a few very explicit chapters on such issues as
abortion, nuclear arms, the cruise missile. etc.

The obvious fact that the body of Christ is
seriously divided on what is biblical and what is
not compels all Christians to continually reflect on
the question of how certain anyone of us (or any
group of us) can be that this or that position truly
reflects the will of God as revealed in Scripture,
especially when the Bible simply is not that clear
on the issue. One thing I dare say we all agree on:
the risk of putting words into the mouth of God is
equally great and equally serious on the side of
conservatism as it is on the side of liberalism.

From the fact that the Lord has not seen fit to
give us a Bible with all the answers we can draw
two important conclusions: a) the Lord must not
mind that we live with sometimes distressing
ambiguity among ourselves, and b) it must be that
the Lord expects us to make the best of what he has
revealed to discover the answers he has not
revealed, admittedly always with the appropriate
fear and trembling to which James alludes.

I get the distinct impression from Scripture that

the Lord may be more patient and forgiving of us
when we sincerely draw even the wrong conclu
sions from our reading of his word than we often
are of each other. Psalm 103 says this about him:
“As a father has compassion on his children, so the
Lord has compassion on those who fear him, for he
knows how we are formed, he remembers we are
dust” And what would you expect from dust?
Infallible Bible interpretation? God holds no such
illusions about us; why should we?

Even James, apostle of the Lord, inspired
writer of the Bible, frankly admits: “we (teachers)
all stumble (make mistakes) in many ways.”
Precisely because he knows how imperfect we are
in our reading of the will of God for our lives,
James warns us not to be too eager to teach. Arid
when we do teach after all that, he reminds us not
to make the mistake of thinking that our interpre

tation is the perfect one nor, for that matter, to
demand such perfection of others. Paul says similar
things in I Corinthians 3, when he admits that his
own prophesying and his own knowing are imperfect

I do not wish to leave the impression that in my
opinion the Bible is vague on most things and clear
on few. I see it the other way around; it is clear on
most things, especially on those relating directly to
our salvation in Jesus Christ Unfortunately, it is
on the not-so-clear things, often of lesser impor
tance, that we brothers and sisters in Christ spend
an inordinately large amount of time and energy
disagreeing and bickering.

If throughout history sincere Christians keep
coming up with opposite conclusions on issues like
women in office, infant baptism, just war, charis
matic gifts, numerous social and ethical issues,
etc.. is it not fair to conclude that the evidence from
the Bible regarding the particular issue is less than
crystal clear, no matter how loud the shouting on
either side?

The third major reason for our divideciness
over what the Bible says again lies with us. While it
makes good sense to say that all of us submit to the
same Bible, it also makes good sense to say that
each of us walks around with a slightly different,
personal Bible in our heads. Not only what the
Bible brings to us but also what we bring to the
Bible divides us. Talk to a Baptist, a Calvinist a
peace activist a feminist ajust war proponent, or a
nuclear hawk and you sense that our disagreements
are not merely about this or that Bible passage, but
about the Bible itself, and about the meaning of life
in light of the Bible. And the trouble is that each of us
likes to think that the Bible in our head most closely
resembles the Bible the Lord reads. If only all of us
could read the Bible the way God reads it! We
would have no more disagreements. The apostle
Paul tells us that that time will come when all that is
imperfect passes away. Until that time we will have
to live with the imperfection we all bring to our Bible
reading, and be tolerant of each other. Meanwhile
we should follows James’ advice to be “quick
to listen, slow to speak and slow to become
angry.” (1:19)

Fourthly, differences among us may result from
the fact that some deliberately exchange the truth of
Scripture for their own preferred interpretation. If it
should appear that some among us wilfully twist the
meaning of the word of God; the matter is of course
much more serious. Then we will have to admonish
each other and call each other to repentant submis
sion to what the Lord teaches instead of what some
may want him to teach. If such admonition does not
resolve the matter we should part company, not
because we are suddenly no longer brothers and
Sisters, but because our community may not know
ingly tolerate what seems to be the teaching of
falsehood.

Even if we do not come to the point of actually
accusing one another of falsehood, theY presence of

“Being reformed is being committed to a continuous changing
of our minds, if you will, to a continuous repentance.”



deep differences of opinion relating to the question
of biblical right and wrong can cause more aggrava
tioñ than we in wisdom should tolerate. In the
mistaken belief that we should always stick together
and keep badgering each other in close company we
often do untold damage to the Christian community.
Differences we can accept in ‘outsiders” become
too much to bear if they are found in our own
backyard. If all conciliation fails, why not amicably
part before we become enemies?

I am aware that I have spoken mostly about what
divides Christians in their Bible reading, less about
what may unite us in the future. But in speaking as I
did I have tried to address both sides of the issue by
pointing out the main causes for our dividedness, so
that by overcoming them we may dwell in greater
unity. We can be sure that the prince of darkness
laughs in hell when again and again he succeeds in
throwing the believing community into unholy dis
order over this or that issue by generating fierce
debate and alienating distrust among the people of
God.

We can also be sure that the possibility of true
unity depends much more on the question of how
open our lives are, individually and collectively, to
the life-giving presence of Christ in us than on
whether we agree on most issues, let alone on how
relentlessly we try to convince others of our point
of view. A fighting people is an unlikely dwelling
place for the Prince of Peace. and without his
presence we can accomplish nothing.

own conclusions regarding how we ICS people can
walk together more harmoniously:

In our fellowship with each other let us empha
size the wonderful things in Scripture that are clear
and that we do agree on; let’s celebrate those
together so that we may feel less intimidated by our
differences.

Let us be humble about our certainties in each
other’s company— we all see through a glass darkly
—making as much room as possible for different
conclusions drawn from the same Bible.

When circumstances require of us that we
speak or act decisively, even without a clear word
from the Lord, let us do so with courage. Has not
the Lord promised the presence of his Holy Spirit
to lead from error into truth?

When we do decide to speak and act so, let us
do it after serious listening to our own broader
community. There’s more safety in a multitude of
counsellors.

Let’s be careful not to proclaim opinions as
though they are the Lord’ latest news, hypotheses
as though they are unassailable biblical truths. The
believing community thrives better on tentative
positions proved right than on firm convictions
proved wrong.

Let us agree that academic freedom must of

necessity mean that no teacher should be coerced
into believing what he or she does not believe, nor
prohibited from believing what he or she does
believe.

As a corollary to the previous point, let us also
agree that the academic freedom of the teacher is of
course limited by the academic goals and the
confessional vision of the larger community. If
teacher and community seriously disagree, let
them part company.

Let’s find more effective ways of testing our
educational product before we package it for
public consumption. Medicines are thoroughly
tested in laboratories before being marketed; why
should not ideas be tested before being proclaimed
from the rooftops, all the more so if harmful side-
effects are predictable?

In all our common educational efforts, let us
remind ourselves that our warfare is “against the
rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of
this dark world and against the spiritual forces of
evil in the heavenly realms,” rather than against
flesh and blood, particularly our own.

Like healthy, fruit-bearing branches, let us
above all abide in Christ, for without him we can
do nothing.

One concluding thought. Judging from much of
North American churchianity we might get the
impression that the gospel of Jesus Christ is a
popular cause. That’s a lie, of course. The gospel
of Jesus Christ, biblically preached, taught and
lived, is singularly unpopular with its enemies
inside and outside the church, because it turns
upside down all humanly contrived little kingdoms
to make way for the kingdom of God. The call of
the gospel is always a call to cross-bearing.

Though at the ICS we could do with a little
more popularity, opposition to our work is not of
itself a sign of being wrong. Even Jesus sent off his
disciples with the surprising warning “Woe unto
you if all men speak well of you.” May the ICS
never be so fortunate as to be well spoken of by all
people.

r

(“We have rightly disagreed with those who made personal and
communal spirituality an end in itself. Our own tradition,
however, is in constant danger of activism without personal and
communal ‘spirituality,’ as unlikely to transform the world as the
former.”

Rather than try your patience any longer with
greater elaboration on all this, let me sum up my



Highlights by Robert E. VanderVennen

C Hendrik Hart: Exploring Truth
and Knowledge
Hendrik Hart is a philosopher employed by the Christian
comniunity. He is also a teacher, but his chief work is to be a
Christian philosopher.

Does it make sense for us
Christians to employ a person
to be our philosopher? Chris
tian people get together to
employ a pastor to minister
to them, but a philosopher?
Who even knows what philo
sophy is anyway?

As a philosopher, Hart’s
task is to think deeply about
what kind of world this is in
which God has placed us,
and how we can know
whether or not something is
really true. He is expected to do this taking fully into account
God’s revelation in the Bible.

This work is important to us as Christians because in our
culture most philosophical thinking has been cut off from its

(‘N religious roots, from the history of Christian thought, and from
the Creator God. In our secular day, most people think of truth
only as accurate information and correct logic. They have little
room for the biblical teaching that Jesus Christ is the root and
core of all meaning (Col. 1:17).

Hart says that the humanist search for certainty in our
world has helped shape philosophical thinking today. Conse
quently, much philosophy aims to give people ultimate security
through rational knowing. The belief is that ifwe understand a
thing completely we will have complete power over it, and ifwe
understand everything rationally we will have power over
everything. Our trust, then, is in rational knowing rather than in
God. We have created an idol.

Even though most ofus are not philosophers, we can accept
what Harts says easily enough, since the Bible and our hearts
confirm it to us. But this is not convincing enough for other
philosophers. It is important to persuade them too, because
their thinking about the nature of reality influences the ways
other thinkers and scientists go about their work. Eventually
philosophic thinking affects the ways we all live. As Al
Wolters once put it, “Ideas have legs.”

Hart’t thinking revolves around the age-old question: what
is truth? les a question which has always intrigued philo
sophers. Hart is arguing against the idea that truth is the sum of
accurate, logically consistent information. Finding truth is not
like exploring the moon— something out there that is objective
and unchanging and independent of any human knower.

The Bible always pictures truth in more personal terms.
Jesus said, “I am the Truth” He also said that we need to
worship God “in spirit and in truth” (John 4:24). Truth
requires our own human participation. Truth has an element of

our personal responsibility. Gaining truth is more than under
standing answers which others have given to important
questions, just as we do not prove that we are Christians merely
by giving the correct answers to questions in a catechism.

Obviously this kind of philosophy is not academically
“objective,” nor does it pretend to be religiously neutral. For
this reason, in his new 500-page philosophy book entitled
Understanding our World, Hart included a long section on
how his philosophical thinking arises out of his Christian faith
He explores those Christian beliefs which he has found to be
particularly inspiring for his religious vision as a scholar.

This new book is Hart’s most substantial academic expres
sion of 22 years ofwork as a Christian philosopher. It is a book
on what philosophers call “ontology,” meaning just what the
title says: how do we understand our world? In it he deals
philosophically with the meaning of creation, of the orderly
way God has created and upholds all things, of God’s law for
the universe.

Hart is now at work on a second major book, one which will
build on the first Its subject area is “epistemology.” It deals
with knowledge, specifically in relation to rationality. What
does it mean to know something? He will argue in this book that
knowing is only partly rational, that there is more to knowing
than rationally understanding facts. He believes that if people
generally accept this, we may in time begin to live our lives
differently. This does not sound like ivory-towered philosophy

Hart’s philosophic research and writing are not done
alone but with much contact with other Christian philosophers.
The give-and-take of mutal criticism is very important in this
kind of work.

Hart’s teaching at the Institute is always very close to his
research interests. His classes in a sense serve as laboratories
for working with others on ideas in various stages of develop
ment He teaches one basic philosophy course each year,
rotating on a two-year cycle between ontology and epistem
ology, between a systematic understnding of creation
structure and an understanding of what constitutes knowledge.
He also participates each year in the interdisciplinary course
with the other senior and junior members.
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In the past two years Hart has guided two Institute junior
members, Clarence Joldersma and Tim DeJager-Seerveld,
through the research and writing of master’s degree theses.
Both of them studied in the general area of philosophy of
science, following in the steps of earlier science-minded
students who were interested in the thinking of Michael
Polanyi.

Hart is also active in writing shorter pieces than books,
and in giving public lectures. Some of these are very
academic and some are for the general public. In one way or
another, they all relate to his broad interests in understanding
our world in obedience to our Creator and Lord.

Hendrik Hart lives a rich and full life in other areas as well
as in academic pursuits. He is a husband and father, and has a
wide range of other interests which include photography and
bird-watching. He is also an actively contributing church
man. He is an elder at the Toronto Christian Reformed
congregation that is called St. Matthew’s Fellowship, a (
regular delegate to Classis Toronto, and a member of the
Board and Executive Committee of the Christian Reformed
Board of Publications. He preaches frequently in Christian
Reformed Churches.

Robert E. VanderVennen is Director of Educational
Services at ICS.

Keeping up with ICS Staff and Students
Senior Member Hendrik Hart has returned from his sab
batical with a home computer to help him in writing volume 2
of his major book. He also returned with a draft manuscript
dealing with some of the tensions which produce disunity in
the reformed family. Hart has been invited by the H.H.
Meeter Center for Christian Studies (Calvin College) to give
the closing address to a conference on “Calvinism and
Racism.” The title of his speech is “The Just Shall Live:
reformational reflections on public justice and racist attitudes.”
The conference is scheduled for the end of January, to
coincide with the end of the 1985 Interim.

Senior Member Paul Marshall has been very active in
August and September. He attended the Conference of the
International Council for the Promotion of Christian Higher
Education (ICPCHE) in the Netherlands from August 15 -

22, where he spoke once as “after-dinner” speaker. Paul’s
report on the conference has been published in the October
1984 issue of Third Way, a British journal which aims to
present biblical perspectives on a wide range of current
issues. From Amsterdam he flew to England, where he spent
several days meeting with many people and speaking to a
recently formed Christian political writing group. Immedi
ately upon returning from Europe, he headed to Washington,
D.C., where he attended the American Political Science
Association meeting and gave a paper entitled, “Is there a
Reformed Political Theory?” Then, on October 3, he spoke
to approximately 160 people at the Annual Prayer Breakfast
hosted by the Mayor of the City of Barrie, Ontario. His talk
there was highly appreciated.

In addition to these speaking engagements, he has
published several articles. “Balance of Power Deciphering
the Precarious Relation Between State Power and Church
Responsibility” has been published in the September/
October 1984 issue of Action, the magazine of the U.S.
National Association of Evangelicals. The Banner, weekly
periodical of the Christian Reformed Church, printed his
article, “Work: More than a Job,” in its Labour Day issue.
And Gerald Vandezande’s recent book, Christians in the
Crisis, includes a section on “Contemporary Political Prob
lems” written by Marshall.

Senior Member Jim Olthuis was the major resource
person for the annual Grad Camp intended for Christian
professionals and their families at Ahmic Lake from August

18 - 25. Under the theme, “Called to Wholeness: Struggle
and Fulfillment,” he led seven seminars and a number of
group therapy sessions. Sharing, struggle, closeness and
healing interspersed with sun, sailing and water skiing
combined into an unforgettable week for him. He also led two
interesting workshops, one of self-identity and one on friend
ship, especially designed for adolescents, at the ICS Niagara
summer conference. And on a more personal note, he and his
wife, Jean, celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary on
August 26. Congratulations!

Junior Member Rick Pearcey spoke at Erindale Christian
Fellowship at the University of Toronto (Erindale Campus)
on October 11. His theme was, “The Place of the Bible in the
life of the student.” On September 15 he spoke on “The
public side of Christian believing” at his Saturday Night
Open. On September 26 his article entitled “True or False:
the Issue of Cults” was published in Medium II, the
newspaper of the Erindale campus.

Senior Member Calvin Seerveld presented a paper on
“Imaginativity” at a session of the Société Canadienne
d’Esthètique held at the Tenth World Congress ofAesthetics
in Montreal during mid-August.

Senior Member George Vandervelde addressed the
gathering celebrating the 25th anniversary of the John Knox
Christian School in Brockville on September 22. The title of
his talk was, “Educating for the Love of God.”

Senior Member Bernard Zyistra attended the ICPCHE
conference with Paul Marshall, where he was designated
respondent to one of the main speakers. While there, he and
Marshall also met with Dr. Pieter Drenth and Dr. Hans van
der Velden of the Free University, and Dr. Peter De Vos and
Dr. Ronald Wells of Calvin College. The purpose of the
meeting was to plan two academic symposia to be sponsored
by the three institutions. He and Marshall also met with Free
University officials to discuss details in the joint Ph.D.
arrangement between ICS and the Free University.

On September 12, Zyistra attended the 90th anniversary
celebrations ofthe Ontario Theological Seminar and Ontario
Bible College. And again on a more personal note, he and his
wife, Josina, celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary on
August 26 as well. Congratulations to you too!
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Development
Notes

by Aileen Van Ginkel

Summer conferences which entire families can attend are an
annual highlight for many of our supporters. They’re times
for learning in relaxed settings, for meaningful worship, for
making new friendships and renewing old ones.

They’re also occasions for reviving joy in the Christian
faith and confidence in the mission of ICS. At least, that’s
how I felt about the family conference held in August at
Niagara Christian College. And by the time we had to pack
up to leave, many others had expressed similar feelings.

It certainly wasn’t the weather that contributed to the
wonderful conference atmosphere. Although the rain held off
until most people had gone home, the humidity left us
thinking that a thunderstorm or two to clear the air might not
have been so bad (provided we were given enough time to
close windows and tie down tent flaps).

For those of us who worked at organizing the conference,
the pace was not exactly slow enough to allow us to calmly
take in all the weekend had to offer. So what was it that
contributed to our good experience of the conference?

I think the topic had a lot to do with it. Dr. Gordon

C
Spykman’s two keynote speeches on “Joy in Living” were

) excellent ways of beginning and ending the conference. They
provided good context for the workshops and other events
sandwiched between.

The Sunday worship services were also conference high
lights. Although the morning and evening services were quite
different from each other, they both invoked a deep sense of
what worship in community is all about. May I also mention
at this point that the collection on Sunday morning brought in
nearly $3,000 for ICS? That’s more than twice the amount
we’d received during previous conferences, and something
for which I wish to thank conference-goers.

What it all boils down to is the people — the people we
served and the people who helped us do so. In that latter
company are two who volunteered tremendous amounts of
time and energy to the organizing committee: Aukje Masselinlç,
who had a hand in nearly everything that made the conference
successful, and Nick Terpstra, who worked with the able
personnel of Niagara Christian College on the physical
arrangements for the various events. Both Aukje and Nick
contributed greatly to the picture of a smooth-running
conference.

As for those whom we served, I think I can speak for the
others who worked on the conference when I say that that’s
where the longest-lasting joy comes in. It was very gratifying
to see that ICS can provide help for those who struggle to
formulate a Christian view of what goes on around and inside
them. And this for Christians of all ages. (Some children I
spoke to, for instance, certainly considered their program to
be parallel to the adults’ program when they referred to their
session as a “workshop.”)

The Niagara conference comes at a good time of the year
for us, not only because the warm weather permits much
outdoor activity but also because it rounds off our work for
one academic year in a positive way, and prepares us at the
same time for the upcoming year. The conference this year
provided me with a real boost that I hope other conference
goers shared, whether they attended the one in Ontario or
those in Alberta or British Columbia.

I’ll sign off now with hopes for the Lord’s blessings on
another year of service. And be sure not to miss next
summer’s round of inspiring conferences!

During the past ten years, first-year college and university
students have identified “being very well off financially” as
an increasingly cherished personal value, jumping from 40%
to 70% of students during those ten years. At the same time
the value of”developing a meaningful philosophy of life” has
shown an equally drastic decline. This dangerous trend in our
society underscores the importance of the work of the
Institute and of other Christian colleges and universities
whose philosophy is “seek first the Kingdom of God and his
righteousness, and all these things shall be added to you.”

ICS Remittance Form
The ICS is an association ofover 2,000 members

from 24 countries worldwide. Our purpose is to
promote Scripturally directed learning and biblical
reformation of scholarship. Our main project is
providing graduate school programs for research
and teaching.

Members and other friends can support ICS
financially by making a donation to the following
organizations:

Membership is open to all who agree with the
purpose and religious position of the ICS.

U.S.A.
AACS Foundation
3201 Burton Street, S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506

Financial support is most welcome and needed,
since most of our money must come from donations.
Donations in support of our work are tax deductible
for residents of Canada, U. S.A. and the Netherlands
when sent to the organizations listed below. Per
spective is sent free of charge to all members and
donors. Non-donors are asked to pay a subscription
fee of $10 per year. Perspective is mailed to
interested persons in a total of 44 countries.

Please send more information

E Enclosed is a donation

Netherlands
Calvinistic World Association
Potgieterweg 46
1851 CJ Heiloo
(gironummer 17 75 496)
(Specify for ICS)

D Enclosed is a subscription fee

0 I would like to become a member. Please send
me an application.

Name

Canada and other countries
‘CS
229 College Street
Toronto, Ontario M5T 1 R4

Address
c-s

Postal Code
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Serving Through
Public Education

by RobertE. VanderVennen

Anne Burghgraef Heads “Hearing
and Doing” and Recruitment

“Educational Services” at ICS refers to all the ways we work
to share with people the research and teaching that takes
place at the Institute. A key part ofthis program is the work of
serving campuses and churches which we call “Hearing and
Doing,” together with the work of student recruitment

We have a new staff member taking up this work as of
September. She is Anne Burghgraef, a former Institute
student who has taught a Christian Worldview course at
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute in Toronto.

Anne grew up inWhitby,
Ontario, and has a Master
of Social Work degree from
the University of Toronto.
She also studied at Calvin
College, the University of
Western Ontario and ICS.
She is using this rich educa
tional background in full-
time work for us which com
bines directing the “Hearing
and Doing” program and
the work of student recruit-
ment

“Hearmg and Domg’
sponsors Christian World-
view courses taught by
Institute students at six Anne Burghgraef

campuses in the Toronto
area this year. These courses are part of the campus
ministries of Inter-Varsity or of Christian Reformed campus
chaplains at the universities. We are thankful for the good
relations we can have with these campus ministries. Anne
and other staff members also find opportunities to speak for
campus groups, churches and retreats. Work with Presby
terian, Anglican and United churches has grown greatly in
recent years. We have also working with the King-Bay
Chaplaincy, a ministry to business and professional people in
the heart of downtown Toronto.

Anne will also host the annual Discovery weekend
conference for university students planned for the weekend of
January 25 - 27 at the Institute. Dr. Arthur Holmes of
Wheaton College has agreed to be the featured speaker. This
conference is an educational service which merges with
student recruitment for the Institute.

Our work of student recruitment is seen first as a ministry
of academic counseling. We receive many requests by mail,
and visits in person, from students seeking Christian perspec

tive in their learning, students often lost in the secular maze.
We try to help them with personal counsel and with resources
such as books, papers, cassette tapes and bibliographies.
From this it may become clear that a time of study at the
Institute could be helpful. Recruitment also includes visiting -.

students at their own campuses, both Christian colleges and (
secular universities.

For the past two years the work of coordinating “Hearing
and Doing” was done part-time by Susan Bower, and the
work of recruitment was done part-time by her husband
Malcolm MacRury. They have worked together with great
dedication and imagination, and their work has seen much
blessing. As they have now moved on to other educational
and professional endeavours, we thank them most warmly
and wish them every continuing blessing.

Robert E. VanderVennen is Director ofEducational
Services at ICS.

Staff Changes
In addition to Anne Burghgraef, we have two new faces on
staff this fall. Betty Polman has done a great deal ofpart-time
work for ICS in the past years, mainly as a typist of papers
and books. She has now become our full-time secretary!
receptionist, replacing Margaret Venema (who worked part-
time in that capacity last year) and Tine Houtman (who has
maintained our mailing lists on a part-time basis for several
years). Betty’s talents as a typist, copy-editor and proof
reader and her knowledge of and commitment to ICS make
her a superb addition to our office staff: Betty and her
husband, Bert, are also active in church, Christian school and
the housing cooperative in which they live. They have three
children.

Phil de Haan has come
on staff to replace Rita Van
der Veen as Development
Assistant Besides handling
donations and maintaining
donor records, Phil will have
responsibilities as new man
aging editor of Perspective,
and will be assisting Aileen
Van Ginkel in media relations
and special promotional pro
jects. Phil’s degree in jour
nalism, awarded him recently
by Calvin College, as well as
his amiable personality
promise to make him a valu
able asset to the ICS staff.

We are sorry that welcoming new staff members means
saying good-bye to those who are leaving. We will especially
miss Rita, who gave ICS five years of diligent work and
devotion to the entire ICS program. To Rita, Tine and
Margaret we give our best wishes for the Lord’s many
blessings on their continuing avenues of Christian service.

Rita Vander Veen is leaving
ICS after 5 years on staff
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Book Clearance Sale
,We have in stock a number of good books produced in the
60’s and 70’s which have been forgotten. If you have
forgetten them — or didn’t know they ever existed — you can
treat yourself to excellent material at great low prices. Mark
your choices, add the postage charge, enclose your payment,
and look forward to some reading to grow with. Sale ends
December 31, 1984.

Hope for the Family list $1.25 sale 75C
The family in biblical perspective, family in

______

society, family of the future, by H. Hart, G.
Spykman, P. Schrotenboer and others. 52 pp.

Discovery of the Church list $1.25 sale 75C
The institutional church in biblical perspective,

in history, in renewal, by H. Hart, B. Zyistra, G.
Spkyman, P. Schrotenboer and J. Vriend. 77 pp.

Will All the King’s Men... list$3.95 sale 95 C
More on the institutional church in Scripture, its

______

uniqueness and its role in the Kingdom, by C.
Seerveld, J. Olthuis, B. Zylstra, H. Hart and others.
An undiscovered gem. 255 pp.

Creation and Gospel list $7.95 sale $1.95
Presented against the background of the new

______

situation in European theology, by Dr. Gustaf
Wingren, leading Lutheran theologian in Sweden.

C
Lectures given at ICS in 1979, with Introduction by
Henry VanderGoot. 189 pp.

Motives of Ecumenism list $1.00 sale 50C
Lectures on ecumenism given in 1966 by Dr.

_____

Paul Schrotenboer, whose life work is promoting
and managing biblical ecumenism. 67 pp.

Man in Communication list $1.00 sale 50C
Lectures at Unionville in 1967 by Dr. Peter

______

Schouls on the conditions, process and situations for
communication and dialogue, with emphasis on the
nature of the human person and on the presence of
God in the world which makes communication
possible. 69 pp.

Pre- Christmas Challenge of Our Age list $3.25 sale $1.25
Hendrik Hart looks at the cultural context in_______

which we live -and challenges us to develop a
discerning biblical perspective and way of living.
147 pp.
Man in God’s World list $1.75 sale 95C

Dr. Paul Schrotenboer’s classic discussion of

______

the biblical idea of office, an insight that is much
needed today. 22 pp.

The Community Idea in Canada list$1 .25 sale 75C
Lectures by Dr. Maarten Vrieze on the com

______

munity idea in New France, the comprehensiveness
ideal of Canadian Anglicanism, and the community
ideal of modern Canadian democracy. 80 pp.
Notes Toward a Christian Critique of
Secular Economic Theory list $2.00 sale 75C

Dr. A. B. Cramp identifies the breakdown of

______

positivism, utilitarianism and conservatism in
economics, and critiques individualistic and collec
tivistic reductionisms. Lectures given at ICS. 80 pp.
Kant’s Critique of Beauty
and Taste list $14.95 sale $3.95

Master’s thesis of Dr. Lambert Zuidervaart

______

giving an academic analysis of Kant’s writings on
aesthetics, together with discussion of the meaning
of aesthetic awareness and of aesthetic taste.
486 pp.
Six Days list $2.50 sale 95C

Poems by Hugh Cook, Heather Marsman,
Margaret Avison and other Canadian Christian
writers, compiled by Harry Houtman. 141 pp.

Name:

Address:

TOTAL

_____

ADD postage and handling
$1.00 for 1 to 5 books
$2.00 for 6 or more books

Total Payment Enclosed

Postal Code

Order from: ICS, 229 College St., Toronto, Ont. M5T 1 R4

JOIN US!
Over the years, an increasing number of people have put their

savings to work at ICS by participating in the ICS Loan Program.
At the same time, however, loan-holders have needed to withdraw
their funds for use elsewhere. We’re now looking for new funds to
replace those that have been withdrawn.

Here’s your chance to join those who are helping us to avoid
higher-interest bank loans and to hold our mortgage to a lower level.
Look at it as a unique opportunity to contribute to the work of
advancing Christian scholarship.

Interest rates begin from 8% on 30-day demand loans and are at
9% on 3-year loans and 11% on 5-year loans (the rates vary slightly
from time to time according to changes in the bank rates). Loan-
holders will be sent Promissory Notes immediately upon receipt of
their funds by ICS.

Loan Form
El Enclosed is $___________

for the ICS Loan Program. I
understand that you will send me a promissory note con
firming the terms of my loan as one of the following.

El demand loan El 3-yearloan at9% El 5-year loan at 11%

El Please send me further information about the ICS Loan
Program

Name:

Address:
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Is your address correct?

Address change requested

newsletter (USPS 335-530) is published bi-monthly by the
Institute for Christian Studies, 229 College Street, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M5T 1R4. Telephone: (416) 979-2331.

Return postage guaranteed

‘TA Ti

V V nen in our music

Singing,

Directed by Dr. Bert Polman

Traditional and Contemporary
Church Music

Sponsored Jointly
by Institute for Christian Studies and
Toronto Central Christian School

Upcoming Events
Discovery ‘85

The third annual Discovery conference for students is now
being planned.
Date: January25 - 27, 1985
Place: Institute for Christian Studies

Theme: Christian Calling in Contemporary Culture

Keynote Speaker Arthur Holmes, professor of philosophy
at Wheaton College

Keynote Address: “Anatomy of a Worldview” (
Other workshops will deal specifically with the Christian

calling in politics, business and labour, the arts, sociology
and more.

Write to ICS for more information and registration
details.

Advance Invitation
We are planning a two-week seminar July 2 - 12, 1985, to be
led by Dr. M. Dick Stafleu at the Institute. The seminar will
be in the area of the philosophy of science, dealing especially
with the meaning and function of theories in science. This
will be of particular interest to philosophers, scientists and all
who wish to know more about scientific theorizing.

Dr. Stafieu is a physicist and historian of science in
Leiden, the Netherlands, and is author of the book Time and
Again.

Pre-Christmas discount
$7.00 plus $2.50 postage and handling

Send Orders To:
ICS
229 College Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5T 1R4

Please allow 6 weeks for delivery

ICS has received copies of a draft paper entitled “Family
Policy in Old Testament Israel: Some Lessons for British
Social Policy in the 1 980s,” written by Michael Schluter and
Roy Clements of Cambridge, England, for the Ilkley Group.
It is a study of the family and God’s political and economic
provision for the family in Old Testament laws, with
suggested applications of God’s norms for the family to our
modern Westem situation. We will make copies available to
interested persons for $2.00 which is the cost of duplication
and mailing. -

IS5A 0384-8922. All other copies mailed under authorized
Second Class Reg. No. 2091, Toronto, Canada. Send all
addreas changes and other inquiries directly to ICS, 229
College Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada MST I R4.

God isg?orjfled”

A Recording of Congregational
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